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Situating my work 
Centre of Excellence for Equity in HE(CEEHE) 
opening up time/space to generate Communities 
of Praxis

Building on Communities of Practice (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991, 1998) through Feminist Freirean 
frameworks to generate and facilitate 
participatory, collaborative praxis
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Why are CoPs 
important?
• Recognize that we don’t engage in practice as 

individuals only but in wider social contexts and 
practices

• shapes what we do and how we do it

• Shaped by particular histories – recognizable
ways of doing and being in particular communities 
of practice

• Shared values & perspectives - fostering sense of 
belonging & identity

• Brings people together around a common set of 
interests, concerns, knowledge and passions 

• Collective identity – together we can make change 
happen and realize our goals or dreams 



Some 
issues & 
challenges 

• Understanding the diversity, 
differences, and contestations within
and across communities of practice 

• Shared values and interests also work 
to exclude other values, interests and 
perspectives – leading to sense of ‘not 
belonging’, alienation or 
disconnection

• Communities of practice might be 
underpinned by implicit sets of 
assumptions and taken-for-granted 
practices - that work to exclude or 
denigrate others 

• Our educational practices require
reflexivity & praxis 

• (a dialogic commitment to cycles of 
critical action/reflection & 
reflection/action) to bring to light 
unwittingly produced inequalities and 
exclusions 





Case study of “Nina”

- Nina a Black British female candidate 
applying for a BA Fashion – from LSES 
background – meets all entry criteria  
(good qualifications & strong portfolio of 
work)

- Complex multi-level selection process
- When asked interview question: “What 

influences your work”, she answers “hip hop”
- She is rejected immediately following 

interview (reason provided her portfolio 
judged as “weak”)

- Next candidate is White British male from 
affluent background who answers influence 
question with a range of contemporary 
artists

- He is accepted despite having much poorer 
qualifications than Nina including having 
failed secondary school art



Processes of Misrecognition
• Nina not recognized as a strong 

candidate because she cited a form 
of fashion seen as invalid in the Art 
& Design CoP.

• Nina from local community who didn’t 
want to leave home – seen as 
signifier of immaturity 

• The ways she dressed were criticized 
as lacking fashion flair

• The male, middle-class, white-English 
candidate embodied the value & 
practices of the CoP – recognized as 
a strong candidate (well-dressed, 
cited all the ‘right’ references in his 
interview…) despite his profile.
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The admissions tutors’
judgments shaped by implicit, 
taken-for-granted values & 
perspectives of what counts as 
legitimate forms of 
experience and knowledge 
within the CoP of Fashion. 
Demonstrates how CoPs can 
perpetuates exclusions that 
are historical and culturally 
embedded –the shared 
understanding within the CoP 
works to conceal 
discriminatory and exclusive 
practices– reproducing 
misrecognition 



Case Study – a Community of Praxis 
• Most selective & elite BA Fine 

Arts in England

• Program Leader read & 
critically reflected on Art for a 
Few – brought team together 
to collectively read & reflect
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• Raised awareness that student cohort 
homogenous & not representative of local 
communities

• Interrogated CoP’s assumptions, values and 
perspectives leading to homogenization of 
student cohort

• Transformed outreach, selection and 
pedagogical practices

• Led to a transformed diverse student cohort 
including students from local communities

• Transformed the curriculum and the 
contribution of students to the portfolio of 
(award-winning) art



Communities 
of Praxis 

Tamworth UON
Department of 
Rural Health

“Community of Praxis strikes at the heart of what it 
means to be inclusive and accepting of other ways 
of knowing and learning. For me, being involved in a 
community of praxis is a watershed of innovative 
thought through the willing coming together of people 
and community that brings about immeasurable 
potential for change.” 

“It’s about being curious together. We have 
established a culture of being curious. We are not all 
necessarily naturally curious, but it is infectious. 
Gradually people become involved. They overhear 
conversations and join in. There is not a hard edge to 
contain our curiosity and ideas, or people’s 
involvement. It is fluid. People feel welcome. People 
are nurtured. We value each other. As far as the 
changes that we have made, it can be about the 
everyday stuff that you take for granted; seeing 
something that has been in front of you all the 
time, then actually seeing it, coming to understand 
it in a new way then thinking about its implications. 
Some of the most effective changes have come from 
absolute simplicity, like changing a word, or the way 
you explain something. The more we do this together 
the more we grow.”
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Communities of Praxis 
UON Maths
“Universities are big places and it is easy to get caught 
up working in one's own little group. We may become 
less connected with the many others across the 
institution with whom we share a knowledge base, 
values and responsibilities. The risk is that we become 
less able to support our students and each 
other. Projects such as ours, in which disciplinary 
colleagues are reconnected across institutional silos, 
provide a renewal of energy and perspective. We 
know that when we need help helping students, our 
colleagues are there to call on. This is a community of 
practice. But it is more. The research aspect which 
makes it praxis also gives us a window into a depth of 
understanding of each other. Appreciation is deeper. 
Trust grows. And the ground is then richer for creativity 
in problem-solving ways to help students grow in our 
complex institutional world.”
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Communities of Praxis

• Working together to interrogate and make explicit taken-
for-granted values and practices

• Developing time & space for transformative practices for 
equity, inclusion & social justice 

• Engaging in ongoing processes of collaborative exchange 
across difference & contestation 

• Aiming to create greater sensitivity to diversity and
difference with attention to social context 

• Starting from an ethics of care, empathy through rather 
than against difference

• Refusing homogenizing forms of “inclusion” that require 
the “excluded” to conform to the dominant values in order to 
be “included”

• Enabling vibrant, participatory, inclusive, collaborative 
and critical CoPs framed by SJ principles (e.g. 
Redistribution, Recognition, Representation)
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Thank you


